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Across

1. The beef processing plantg keeps the 

good meat and ship the _________ to a 

pet-food factory.

2. rummage is similar in meaning to

4. Under the oppressive regime, it 

was________________for all citizens to 

hang pictures of the ruler in their homes.

9. Dan's face turned red, and he 

breathed through clenched teeth when he 

saw that the neighbor's dog had strewn 

garbage across the front lawn. From this 

sentence, we can infer the Ed 

is______________.

13. Acquiensce contrasts most

14. Ponderous is synonymous with

16. The Skilled hunter was able to get 

within thirty feet of the unsuspecting deer. 

From this sentence we can infer that the 

hunter is_______.

18. Raze most nearly means_____

19. Nancy _____________the patio 

furniture and then brought it inside for the 

winter.

20. A virtuoso has______________skills or 

talents

Down

3. While dancing, Ed consantly bumps 

into other people, sometimes knocking 

them down. From this sentence, we can 

infer the ED is___________.

5. The _____________man acted as 

though everyone were beneath him.

6. Resients near the chemical factory 

were evacuated after the plant reported 

a[n]____________release of toxic gas.

7. After completing a twelve-mile march, 

the recruits were ordered to clean the 

barracks, wash their laundry, and then 

prepare for antoher march the same 

evening. From this sentence, we can infer 

that the recruits have a{n} ___________ 

training routine.

8. If something vexes a person long 

enough, then he or she migh become

10. The ____________man acted as 

though everyone were beneath him.

11. In some states, drivers can be pulled 

over for not wearing seatbelts. From this 

sentence, we can infer that wearing a 

seatbelt is __________ in some states.

12. A callous person might 

make__________statements that offend 

others.

15. unbridled means nearly the opposite 

of

17. vilify contrast most with


